
SHOW corporate support 
of earthquake engineering 
and commitment to EERI’s 
mission by joining us as an 
EERI Subscribing Member.

As the United States’ national 
society for professionals 
actively engaged in earthquake 
hazard mitigation, EERI attracts 
leaders in the multidisciplinary 
field of earthquake risk 
reduction—and the students 
and young professionals who 
are the leaders of the future.

Subscribing Membership 
provides opportunities for 
recognition, networking, and 
access to the earthquake 
engineering community 
through the most influential 
earthquake engineering 
organization in the U. S.

Established in 1948, EERI's 
mission is to reduce risk by 
advancing the science and 
practice of earthquake 
engineering; by improving 
understanding of the impact 
of earthquakes on the 
physical, economic, political, and 
cultural environment; and by 
advocating comprehensive and 
realistic measures for reducing 
the harmful effects of 
earthquakes.

SUBSCRIBING MEMBERSHIP
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO SUPPORT 
EARTHQUAKE RISK REDUCTION
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SUPPORT

EERI
EERI Subscribing Members are among 
the most elite, highly-valued, and well-
respected firms and organizations in the 
field of earthquake risk reduction.



To enhance Subscribing Member 
visibility and maximize participation in 
programs of particular interest to them, 
EERI has five categories of Subscribing 
Membership: Diamond, Platinum, Gold, 
Silver, and Bronze.

Select benefits include:

tComplimentary registrations to EERI seminars
and webinars. Diamond and Platinum levels
each receive five free registrations, Gold
receives four,  Silver receives three, and Bronze
level members receive two. Subscribing
Members also have the opportunity to set out
table material at seminar venues.

tA Subscribing Member profile highlighted
on EERI’s website, www.eeri.org, with link to
the firm’s website. Upon joining, new
Subscribing Members are featured in The Pulse
of Earthquake Engineering, EERI’s biweekly email
newsletter, sent to nearly 3,000 members of 
the earthquake engineering community.

t Listing in each issue of EERI’s prestigious
quarterly technical journal, Earthquake Spectra.

tAn exclusive opportunity to exhibit at the
EERI Annual Meeting free of charge and at EERI
national conferences at discounted rates.

tAt least four complimentary individual
memberships (three Regular and one Young
Professional) with all related membership
benefits including Earthquake Spectra, and access
to the EERI online membership directory.

t Presentation of an engraved perpetual plaque
at the EERI Annual Meeting Subscribing Member
Special Reception.

t The opportunity to run, free of charge, short
announcements and job openings in The Pulse 
of Earthquake Engineering.

t EERI will send an email blast on your
behalf one time per year to our mailing list
announcing company news, events, products,
or  services to our entire membership or a
targeted demographic of your choosing.

To learn more about the benefits and 
opportunities of EERI Subscribing 
Membership and decide which level 
is right for your organization, contact 
Rebecca Singh at Rebecca@eeri.org.
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Subscribing Member dues help support the Annual EERI 
Undergraduate Student Design Competition, which 
builds camaraderie, enthusiasm, and leadership skills for 
tomorrow’s earthquake engineers.

EERI SUBSCRIBING
MEMBER BENEFITS




